Consair CAMU D2

source extraction workstation
Clean lungs, cleaner site.
Simple as that.
The CAMU D2 source extractor
workstation is developed for dust
control of dry mix blending with a
power mixer, such as mortar,
plaster and screed.
Dust is a major health hazard, and
dry-mixing is one of the dustiest
jobs. CAMU reduces dust on the
site by over 99 % and is also
suitable for construction projects
aiming for the strictest air quality
standards.
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Control dust and aim
for high quality

Protect your lungs from
harmful construction dust

Save time and money with
efficient dust control

The easiest and most efficient way to do dust
control of dry mix blending on the market!
The CAMU D2 source extractor removes dust as soon as it is generated. CAMU's effective
source extraction prevents dust from entering the breathing zone. At the same time, the
amount of fine dust to be cleaned at the site is significantly reduced. Mixing work can be
done without a respirator, and dust will not spread to workers' clothes around the site.

Unique CAMU D2 source extractor
for construction site dust control
CAMU D2 is immediately ready for use and works
without negative pressure or compartmentation.
Dry mix blending can be done at the job site,
which saves time in carrying heavy buckets.
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Succeed in dust control and protect your
health. Spot dust with the help of the powerful
work light and the white mixing area surfaces.
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CAMU weighs only 28.5 kg. You can move it
effortlessly from one job site to another, even
up the stairs.
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The work area is kept clean with the help of
the ultra-light and impact-resistant splash
protection and air guiding doors, which can be
locked in the desired position.
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CAMU’s optimized, automatic and intelligent
airflow for source extraction remains constant
throughout the lifetime of the filters.
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Filter replacement is quick and dust-free, as
dust is contained inside the unique (pat.
pending) filter. Indicator lights show the need
for filter change.
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You can use the CAMU D2 in two modes of
operation: an energy and filter saving
5-minute source extraction cycle; or a
continuous source extraction mode, when the
device is always on for mixing work, and it also
purifies the air* until it is switched off.

* The device is not intended for use as negative pressure unit. It must not be used for demolition work
and must not be exposed to contaminants. Do not use in potentially explosive atmospheres.

Consair Ltd. specializes in devices for dust control, protecting the
workers and keeping the site clean. Our product design is based on a
human-centered design process that means intensive research
among construction workers. Consair develops dust control devices
in which form follows function. Our design principle is to motivate the
workers to protect themselves and the site from dust. Consair Ltd. is
based in Finland and founded in 2012.
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